
Teakwood Stone Wall Frame
Mount Leaves Design 1 x 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01724
Price: ₹10,640.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Wall Panels, Statues & Sculptures,
Modern Sculptures
Tags: Stone Mural Art Manufacturer, Stone Wall Decor,
Stone Wall Panel

Product Description

First impressions always matter, whether you live in a classic bungalow, a chic
brownstone, or a sleek ultra-modern abode, there is something from CRAFTS ODISHA
to complement your home decor.
The stone wall frame mount leaves design provides an expressive exterior touch.

Material: Teakwood stone
Dimension(HWL):  12 x 12 x 1.5 inch
Height: 1 ft
Width: 1 ft

Description of the charming teakwood stone wall frame:

It's a decorative stone engraved wall frame.
Having many beautiful flowers and leaves within the frame makes it more fanciable.
The art of stone engraving is an ancient practice dating back to the 13th century when
Odisha was ruled by different dynasties, and that variousness of culture is reflected in the
craft. 

Tips to elevate space with the stone wall frame:
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 There's no better way to add more design interest to a room than with this wall covering.
This beautiful decorative stone feature is timeless and sure to work in the bedroom, living
room, or even hallway space.
Add a chic layer of texture and depth above the wall of your bed.
Inject some serious personality into the walls of each room ceiling.
Go for a fresh, neutral finish paneling and contrast with an uplifting shade on walls to mix
things up with a two-tone scheme.
It will look stunning to line them up in your boundary wall border.
The decorative stone can transform a simple room into an extraordinary space.
 Placed it in the center of the wall paneling to become the focal point.
It combines with warm lighting to create a relaxed ambiance.

The process of upkeep of the decorative stone:

Commence the cleaning by gently brushing the surface of the decorative stone as it has so
many crevices with a soft brush to remove loose dirt and dust.
 Or you can use water to clean it, with a damp cloth wiping would be very useful.
Follow the above tips to Make decorative stones clean and tidy
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